ARO Launches New Products in the EXP Diaphragm Pump Series
at ChemTech 2019
Visit stand C2A in Hall No.1 of ChemTech 2019 to learn about the latest innovations in fluid
handling and experience exciting live and virtual reality demonstrations





Showcases new pumps and fluid handling technologies at the event
Expands its portfolio of air operated diaphragm pumps
One of the first in the industry to showcase exciting Virtual Reality demonstrations through
ARO Product Park App
Highlights its commitment to the country and vision of leveraging the design, engineering
and manufacturing strength in India

Mumbai, February 20, 2019 – ARO®, a global manufacturer of products for the management of
fluids in industrial operations and a brand of Ingersoll Rand®, announced the launch of its Expert
Series (EXP) 3-inch non-metallic diaphragm pump in India at ChemTech 2019. The company also
showcased a variety of pumping solutions, ranging from air operated diaphragm pumps to piston
pumps, and filters, regulators and lubricators (FRLs) along with a virtual reality demonstration at
Stand C2A in Hall No.1.
With the launch of its EXP Series 3-inch non-metallic diaphragm pump, ARO has expanded its
portfolio of air operated diaphragm pumps. Ideal for high volume transfer in industrial, chemical
processing and water treatment applications, the ARO® EXP Series 3-inch non-metallic diaphragm
pump is compatible with harsh chemicals that require a gentler stroke to prevent damage to fluid
that can happen with smaller capacity, high-pressure pumps.
Sourabh Taneja, Commercial Leader, Fluid Management and Material Handling, India, Sales
ARO said, “It gives us immense pleasure in introducing the latest EXP Series diaphragm pump to
the Indian market. Our objective has always been to be the pump provider of choice with reliable,
versatile and innovative solutions that are safe and efficient. With a legacy of premier product
performance and service excellence, our team of fluid intelligence experts have developed
diaphragm pumping solutions for customers in the chemical, manufacturing, construction, mining
and marine sectors, among others.”
The new series is ideal to handle shear sensitive fluids. Additionally, the EXP pump series is
compatible with almost any automation system which helps in enhancing the electronic interface
capability, providing accurate, electronically controlled dosing.
Julien Basset, Global Portfolio Leader, Diaphragm Pumps, ARO, further added, “India is a
growing and an important market for us. For over 85 years, we have been focusing on the unique
pumping needs of many industries. We see a great opportunity as Diaphragm Pumps market in
India is aggressively increasing due to the rise in urbanisation and industrialisation. There has also
been an upsurge in the growth in sectors such as pharmaceutical, chemical, water waste
management etc. It is our endeavour to provide innovative, energy-efficient and environmentfriendly products and the launch of the EXP diaphragm pump series is a step in this direction.”

At its exhibition area, ARO fluid intelligence experts showcased the ARO Product Park app that
allows visitors to see inside ARO air-operated diaphragm and piston pumps as they operate.
Customers also experienced one of the first of its kind virtual reality product experience helping
them in a way that has never been done before.
All EXP Series pumps also have connection points that operators can use to upgrade their pump
whenever their application needs change. Now users have the freedom to purchase a standard
pump but retain the flexibility to enhance the pump with additional features in the future. The
process ready upgrade options include:
 an End of Stroke (EOS) output that signals the completion of each pump stroke and
monitors the number of cycles which can be used for preventative maintenance of
diaphragms
 leak detection capabilities to notify the operator when there is diaphragm failure
 an electric solenoid pump control valve to effectively manage cycle rates and pump flow
ARO has also displayed its versatile piston pumps that can be configured to match a variety of
applications. Piston pumps are used for transfer, extrusion, coating and dispensing applications.
ChemTech attendees can also interact with ARO’s new online tools, including a back-pressure
calculator on AROZone.com that measures the required pressure for pump processing. Visitors can
also access new operation and maintenance videos from ARO that visually demonstrate proper
piston pump procedures.
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